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Asymptotic results for the sum-of-digits function with respect to Standard-Gray-code represen- 
tation of positive integers are established. These estimates yield two bounds for the average case 
complexity of Batcher’s odd-even -merge. 
1. Introduction and results 
Let B[l], . . . . B[N] and C[l],..., C[N] be two sorted arrays which we wish to 
merge into a single sorted array A[l], . . . , A [2N]. The ‘odd-even merge’ introduced 
by Batcher [1],[2] is a well-known method for merging in place with a fixed com- 
parison sequence; i.e., no space for the output array is required. To satisfy the in 
place condition we assume that the first sorted input array is stored in the odd posi- 
tions A[l], . . . . A[2N- l] of the output array, and the second sorted input array is 
stored in the even positions A[2], . . . , A[2N] of the output array. Then Batcher’s 
sorting algorithm may be implemented as follows (cf. [S]): 
loop forj:=l,...,N: 
if A[2j- l]>A[2j] then A[2j- l] :=A[2j]; 
repeat; 
loop for ~:=2r’pN1-‘,2r’gN1-2,..., 1: 
loop for j:= 1,2,...,N-6: 
if A[2j]>A[2j+26- l] then A[2j] :=:A[2j+26- 11; 
repeat; 
repeat; 
(rig N1 denotes the smallest integer greater than the dual logarithm of N.) A 
measure for the complexity of this algorithm is the number B of exchanges; i.e., the 
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number of times the tests “A[2j- l]>A[2j]” and “A[2j]>A[2j+26- 11” are per- 
formed. A detailed analysis of the number of exchanges (and of related complexity 
measures) is due to Sedgewick [5]. In the following we consider the expected number 
BN of exchanges (‘average case complexity’), where all permutations of the arrays 
are considered to be equally likely. Using the Standard-Gray-code representation of 
integers Flajolet and Ramshaw [4] obtained an explicit formula for B,,J as well as 
asymptotic results for N-m. Let II be a non-negative integer given in binary digit 
representation 
n= c &j ’ 2’, &j=&j(l?)E (0, 1). 
Osjslgfl 
Then the Standard-Gray-code digits of II are defined by yj = Ej (j = lg 17) and 
&j(n) + Ej+, (17) mod 2 (1% j< Ig 11); y(n) = Cj yj(/?) denotes the sum-of-digits func- 
tion in Standard-Gray-code representation. In [S] it is proved that 
B,=;+2 c F(k) 
k?l 
where F(k)= c y(j). (1.1) 
Osjck 
From this explicit formula in [4] and [5] the exact asymptotic order of B, was ob- 
tained (cf. [5, Theorem 31): 
Theorem 0. The average number B, of exchanges in Baleher’s sorting algorithm 
satisfies 
+O(N”‘Ig’N) (N+m), 
where M(x) is a continuous and nowhere differentiable function of period one the 
Fourier expansion of which is known; furthermore 
I-(1/4)‘+!- c+2 
M(x) = Ig 7 - +6(x) with 16(x)1 ~0,00049, 
4 4ln2 
where C=O,5772.... denotes Euler-Mascheroni’s constant. 
Flajolet and Ramshaw proved the asymptotic formula for BN by means of a nice 
and more or less elementary technique due to Delange; Sedgewick’s original proof 
makes use of complex analysis techniques. However, the proof of the good estimate 
for the remainder term 6(x) is rather involved. In the following we prove best possi- 
ble bounds for F(N) which however yield weaker estimates for BN. We set (cf. [3]): 
d(n):=Ign-2F(n)/n and g(~):=(B+1)Ig(~+1)-BIgr3-4min(8,~) 
for O<BI 1; g(0) = 0. (1.2) 
Theorem 1. For all positive integers n we have 
-0.6225...=g(+)~d(n)~g(~)=0.0931..., 
where the upper bound is best possible. 
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Corollary 1. The average number BN of exchanges in ,Batcher’s sorting algorithm 
satisfies the asymptotic relation 
where the O-constants are absolute and 
C 
K=+-- 
4In2 ’ 
The lower bound of Theorem 1 is not best possible; it is improved by the follow- 
ing result: 
Theorem 2. Let 
h(B,d):=-&l+ig(B+I)- 
9 4 
-lg8-- 
1+8 1+8 
min(8, +) 
and let T be a transfortnation of [0, 1) defined by TX : = 2’~ - 1 for x E [2-“, 2-“’ ’ ) 
and TO:=O. Let d’“‘(8) be a futnztion 011 [O, 1) such that d’“‘(B) :=h(S, h(T0, . . . . 
h(T”-‘0, d’“‘(8))...) and let ek :=infOd(k’(B). Then for allpositive integers k and n 
we have ekrd(n). 
Remark. Especially we have d(n)re2 = -0.4980... . Of course, by Theorem 2 the 
upper bound in Corollary 1 can be improved. Using for example ez we obtain for 
the improved numerical constant in the upper bound of Corollary 1: 0.4163.... 
Since 0(47)= -0.4454, the best upper bound in Corollary 1 which can be proved 
by the above method is larger than 0.4031... . 
2. Proofs 
Proof of Theorem 1. From the definition of Gray code we obtain 
( 1-I 
F(2”)=? c 
7 ’ 1-1 
y(X’)+2‘~-‘Y(25-‘+k)+2 c y(2’-‘+@=2F(29+25-‘. 
k=O k=O k=*‘ 2 
Since F(l)=O, this yields by induction: F(2’)=s.2”-‘. Let O<bs2’-‘. Then 
F(2S+b)=F(25)+ c y(2S+k)=s.2S-‘+2b+F(b). (2.1) 
OSk<b 
Let 2S-‘<b<2”. Then 
F(2S + b) = F(27 + c ~(2~ + k) + c @+ k) 
ock<*s-’ Zs-‘Sk<6 
=s. y’+p+ 
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=s. p-1 +25+F(b). (2.2) 
Combining (2.1) and (2.2) yields 
F(2S+6)=s.25-‘+F(b)+2min(b,2S-‘) for O<bs2S. (2.3) 
Setting n = 2’+ b (0~ b 4 2’), 0 = 6/25 and inserting (2.3) in the definition (1.2) of 
d(n), we obtain 
e 
A(n) = & A(b)+Ig(l+@-- 
l+e 
min(8, +). (2.4) 
By simple calculus it follows that the function g(e) defined in (1.2) takes its max- 
imum for 0=& and its minimum for 8= +. Now we proceed by induction to show 
the estimate 
g(+)~A(n)%dkh (2.5) 
For n = 1 we have d(1) = 0, hence (2.5) is true. Let n = 25+ b (0 <b 5 2’) and assume 
that (2.5) is true for all ns2’. Then 
s(h) 5 & !.a+) + &g(w & A(b) + 
e 
=-A(b)+ 
l+e 
Ge g(e) 5 g(h). 
Thus (2.5) is proved for all 
l(j”+’ - 1 
ilk:= 
15 
Then by (2.4) we have 
positive integers n. Let now 
(2.6) 
1 
A&)=--((nk-,)+ 
16 
$!(;)+o($ 
We set A(nk) =g(h) + 6k and obtain 
bk= hence lim (166k-6k-I)=0. 
k-m 
Since 8k is bounded (see (2.5)), from this we have that-lim,~~~O:-Thus the pro- 
of of Theorem 1 is complete. 
Sketch proof of Corollary 1. The proof of Corollary 1 runs along the same lines as 
the proof of Theorem A4 in [4]. 
f&q=- c k ‘!@ C-k%’ 
Ick<N’“lnN 2 ’ 
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which can be estimated using Theorem 1 by 
Sketch proof of Theorem 2. Since 
A’“‘(+) = h(& /?(O, h(0, . . . , h(O,d’“‘(~))...)=h(~,O)=~g(~)<O, 
we have @,-CO for all k. The proof now is given by induction. 
d(l)=O>~, for all k. 
Let n, be an arbitrary positive integer and define nk, sk, ok recursively by: 
n..=2S”+n. h * h+I with O~n,,.+,<2~~ and BP=% and 
nk+,=Bk=O if 17~=0 (0, = 8, no = n). 
Then T”8= Bk for all k, and assuming that the result is true for all jS2”’ we get 
A(n)=h(B,h(T&h(..:,h(T”-‘8,d(nk))...) 
rh(8,h(TB,..., h(T”-‘B,Q,)...)z-ek 
since h is increasing in the second coordinate and since 
d’“‘(8) =f’“‘(@ d’“‘(8) + g’“‘(B) with 0 oft”‘< 1 for all 8. 
From this the assertion follows. 
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